Abstract. Nonlinearity of the stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) process in single-mode fibers is the creation basis of the new class of modern photonic devices such as fiber Raman lasers and fiber Raman amplifiers. The quantitative analysis of the gain start conditions and the Raman laser threshold in the single mode fibers from the viewpoint of the strong gain description of active laser materials have been made in this work. It has been shown that the absolute transparency regime for optical transmission in fibers and Raman laser threshold for a monochrome signal wave can be directly obtained from the standard coupled equations using only fundamental fiber parameters. Limiting condition when material of fiber core starts transformation from the natural state with attenuation of the Stokes wave to the state in which the Stokes wave is amplified due to the pumping power may be expressed in a simple analytical form. The numerical data of laser threshold as a function of the wavelength and the examples of gain bandwidth determination for several widespread Raman fibers have been presented.
Introduction
The light amplification arising at stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) is widely applied to development of such photonic devices as fiber Raman lasers (FRL) [1] and fiber Raman amplifiers (FRA) [2] . SRS is nonlinear optical process and amplification of optical radiation results from coherent accumulation of Stokes wave intensity and it has strongly pronounced threshold character. The Raman gain threshold is defined doubly: first, as equality between the generated power of Stokes noise and pumping power at the fiber output [3] or second, as a laser threshold for the monochromatic wave, when fiber losses are fully compensated due to the Raman gain in single-mode fiber [4] . We will use the laser threshold definition for the analysis and quantitative calculations of occurrence conditions for the full transparency regime for optical signal transmission and the generation mode of coherent light in several widely used single-mode fibers in this work.
Modeling basis
Initial growth of the Stokes wave is defined by the pumping power, and it is described by the Raman gain coefficient g R . The interaction between pumping and Stokes waves should be considered for calculation of the Raman gain threshold. In the CW case, interaction of these propagated waves in the same direction is described by the following system of two coupled equations:
where the absorption coefficients α s and α р account for the fiber losses at the Stokes and pumping frequencies, accordingly, I s is the Stokes intensity, I p is the pumping intensity. It should be noted that within the transparency windows of fiber α s ≈ α р = α, and attenuations α practically do not change within the whole band of Stokes shifted components of ~1000 cm -1 . For the transparency window near to 1.55 µm, this band corresponds to the range of wavelengths approximately 100 nm, where attenuation α does not depend on the frequency and has a constant value in the diapason from 0.2 up to 1.0 dB/km, depending on the type of silica fiber.
Besides, it is considered that in Eqs. (1) and (2) the pumping is provided with a monochromatic wave possessing so narrow generated line that its spectral width can be neglected. Alternatively, the Stokes wave amplification g R (ω) takes place in a sufficiently wide bandwidth of optical frequencies. Accordingly, the Stokes wave intensity is the function not only of the variable z, but also ω as a parameter. The Raman gain coefficient is coupled to the cross-section of spontaneous Raman scattering which is experimentally measured size. It is possible to directly check up that the laser threshold is not only naturally determined using the standard coupled equations (1) and (2) for the SRS process, but also its frequency dependence can be obtained in the quantitative form being based only on fundamental material parameters of the fiber, that is, g R (ω) and α(ω).
Really, the differential equation (1) can have a special point in its right part, if the pumping power will change within the range wide enough. Therefore three cases are possible:
(i) if dI s /dz < 0, then there is attenuation of the Stokes wave;
(ii) if dI s /dz > 0, then there is amplification of the Stokes wave;
(iii) if dI s /dz = 0, then there is a special point. The case (i) dI s /dz < 0 takes place when pumping is absent or at the low pumping power, and it corresponds to attenuation of a Stokes wave during distribution caused by its own losses in the fiber. Raman amplification (ii) of the Stokes wave is described by the product g R I p , and it arises with growth of the pumping intensity I p , when its absolute value starts to exceed the own losses α. In this case, the fiber is transformed to the active gain media as the condition dI s /dz > 0 corresponds to some increase of the running Stokes wave in the propagation process along the fiber. In the intermediate case (iii) dI s /dz = 0, there comes an absolute transparency regime for Stokes wave propagation in the fiber as the Stokes intensity remains constant along fiber length because of full compensation of fiber losses.
The physical sense of the absolute transparency condition for a fiber closely corresponds to a laser threshold definition in the SRS process. As the pumping power P p (ω) can be expressed using the pumping intensity I p (ω) and the fiber effective area A eff , the equation dI s /dz = 0 together with the equation (1) results in the following quantitative form:
for the limiting condition when the fiber core material starts its transformation from a natural state with dumping the Stokes wave to the state with Stokes wave amplification, when applying the pumping power. In contrast to the experimental threshold [5] , the laser threshold (3) is defined using only material parameters of the fiber, and it does not depend on experimental arrangement, in particular, it does not depend on the fiber length. Often, as the th p P value is chosen, its minimum takes place at
. Convenience of the given definition of the gain threshold will consist in the following. We shall assume that the pumping power value P p is known to us in some point z of the fiber as a result of measurements or calculation. Then, using the known constant α and the determined function g R (ω) one can directly check the inequality
, then not only set of frequencies satisfying the full transparency condition of the fiber is defined, but also the amplification (generation) band located between the pair of adjacent frequencies can be easily calculated. Specific examples of this modeling for the several widespread fibers are presented in the following section. Thus, it is possible to directly calculate the Raman laser threshold as a function of frequency (or wavelength) in the Stokes shift range for any wavelength of a pumping source using (3), if the Raman gain profile g R (ω) is perfectly obtained. Sometimes, the gain profile g R (ω) is described using the simplified Lorentz lineform approximation. However, real fibers have so complex structure of amplification that satisfactory performance of g R (ω) function needs the special modeling. The exact enough model of multimode decomposition of the Raman spectrum on Gaussian type components has been developed by us recently [7] .
Our model analysis of the Raman spectrum with Gaussian profiles is based on the following expression
where N m is the number of modes used for decomposition and can be chosen in accord with the spectral range (typically, N m lies within the range of 10 to 13), ω v,i is the central frequency of the ith Gaussian profile, parameter ( )
, where FWHM i -full width at half maximum parameter of the ith Gaussian profile that is usually used in spectroscopy. Amplitudes A i together with ω v,i and Γ i we use as parameters for a nonlinear fitting procedure.
The result of Raman gain profile approximation is the individual set of 3N m numerical parameters for each fiber [7] , which gives the performance g R (ω) as the sum of exponents in (4). Exact approximation allows to essentially simplify the quantitative determination procedure of the pumping power that causes the full transparency regime for wave propagation in a specific fiber type.
Modeling results and discussion
Four types of silica fibers widely applied in optical communication for creation FRA and FRL were used for modeling [8] . Experimental gain profiles g R (ω) and the maximal values of the Raman gain coefficients g R max were perfectly measured earlier and taken from [6] : g R max = 0.4 (W⋅km) - g R max = 3.1 (W⋅km) -1 for dispersion compensated fiber (DCF), and g R max = 6.3 (W⋅km) -1 for the special Raman fiber. First three fiber types have received wide application in long distant communication links for optical signal transmission, and the fourth fiber type is mainly used in FRL. Pumping powers for Raman threshold causes the full fiber transparency as a function of the wavelength are shown in Fig. 1 for three types of communication fibers.
We used the pumping source with λ p = 1.45 µm supposed for definite calculation. Then the full transparency mode in the pure silica fiber (Fig. 1a) starts at the wavelength of 1.55 µm when the pumping power achieves the value equal to 20.7 dBm (117.5 mW). These values can be simply obtained graphically as follows. The horizontal line (marker) in Fig. 1 corresponds to the certain pumping power level of P p , the latter moves from below upwards and displays how the pumping power grows. In the case of standard silica fiber (Fig. 1a) when the pumping power reaches 117.5 mW, the marker line has one common point (touch) with the full transparency curve for this fiber. The cross point with abscissa corresponds to the wavelength 1.55 µm. If the pumping power grows, then the marker line will move upwards. Next, it is formed at least two crossing points of marker with the full transparency curve. The cross point with abscissa for this pumping power level corresponds to the wavelength of the full transparency when both absorption and amplification of a Stokes wave are equal to zero in accuracy for a studied fiber. The interval between these wavelengths of full transparency actually corresponds to the amplification bandwidth, as for every wavelength from this interval Raman gain exceeds own losses. Alternatively, outside the specified interval the Raman gain appears to be insufficient for full compensation of own losses, and signals with these frequencies will decay when propagating in the fiber.
In particular, the amplification band is equal to 6.7 THz (from 1513 up to 1566 nm) in a standard silica fiber at the pumping power of 200 mW and the fiber losses α = 0.2 dB/km (Fig. 1a) . The definition influence of the own losses on the Raman gain band of fibers is also enough simple. If the standard silica fiber will have losses of 0.3 dB/km, then the gain band for this fiber is essentially narrowed almost by 2 times up to 3.8 THz (from 1533 up to 1563 nm). The curve of the full transparency for this fiber is shown by a dotted line in Fig. 1a .
The amplification bands for both TrueWave RS Fig. 1b can be considered as the top limit allowing to take into account additional losses in a cable (microbends, pressure, etc.) laid in real field conditions. In this case, the gain band of 10.2 THz for α = 0.2 dB/km is reduced down to 7.3 THz, but remains essentially more wide as compared to the amplification band in the pure silica fiber at the same pumping power.
The special fiber to dispersion compensation (DCF) is most often applied for simultaneous Raman amplification of signals, as it has the greatest coefficient g R max among the considered communication fibers. As a result, the amplification band in this fiber exceeds 17 THz even if the fiber losses are equal to 0.5 dB/km (see Fig. 1c ). It should be noted that is its value almost 2 times larger than the total bandwidth of C+L telecommunication windows. Therefore, it is possible to use considerably smaller pumping powers for effective Raman amplification in this fiber, because of the full transparency in this fiber is possible to start since 20 mW of the pumping power.
In contrast to the considered communication fibers, the special Raman fiber has g R max = 6.3 (W⋅km) -1 , but it is mainly used for FRL fabrication. The matter is that the essential increase in Raman amplification of this fiber is achieved by an increased doping concentration of fiber core with GeO 2 molecules (usually up to ~20 %) during manufacturing this specialized Raman fiber. Unfortunately, this process is accompanied by appreciable increase of the own losses of the fiber that do not manage to be lowered less than down to the values α ~ 0.3-1.0 dB/km. Thus, the Raman laser thresholds (λ p = 1.45 µm) as a function of the wavelength for this special Raman fiber are submitted in Fig. 2 with various values of their own losses that change within the range from 0.2 up to 1.0 dB/km. If the pumping power lies below the level of the laser threshold, which is located in the area under the curve in Fig. 2 , Stokes waves possess attenuation, and Raman amplification takes place in the area above curves. Naturally, the threshold power for a monochromatic Stokes signal at λ s = 1.55 µm will increase approximately from 9 up to 40 mW when the own fiber losses are increased from 0.2 up to 1.0 dB/km. Nevertheless, it is obvious from Fig. 2 that for rather small powers of pumping (P p = 100 mW) in the Raman fiber with losses α = 0.5 dB/km, the laser generation threshold begins at the wavelength of 1466 nm and is ended at the wavelength of 1613 nm. The FRL retuning band potentially exceeds 140 nm in this case and covers both telecommunication windows. It is possible to expand the retuning bandwidth of the laser even more, when the pumping power is increased or the own losses of the Raman fiber are decreased. The central wavelength inside this band of optical frequencies may be changed only by variation of the pumping wavelength, but not changing the active Raman fiber parameters.
Conclusion
The calculation technique to determine absolute values of the threshold pumping power that causes the full transparency conditions and the Raman amplification band in an arbitrary fiber were developed in this work for the set wavelength and power of a pumping source. The method is based only on frequency dependence of key fiber parameters such as Raman gain coefficient g R (ω) and the fiber attenuation parameter α(ω). Quantitative ratings for the full optical transparency conditions at Raman amplification are presented for silica fibers widely used in optical communication. Modeling results on Raman gain bands above 10 THz and nominal pumping powers are given for these fibers. It is shown that the laser threshold for a monochromatic Stokes signal will be observed irrespective of real fiber losses in a sufficiently wide spectral range, if power of pumping is raised up to several hundred milliwatts. In this case, laser generation can be received in the range approximately from 1.5 up to 1.6 µm with the pumping wavelength λ p = 1.45 µm that corresponds to a full width of the maximal transparency window in silica fibers.
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